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Tiffany's  sale to LVMH points  to a need for bigger companies , according to WWD. Image credit: T iffany & Co.
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full.

Today in luxury:

In luxury, size matters

It's  a tale of scale for survival. As the fashion industry enters a new decade, the future has already been drawn by the
digital era a future in which size matters more than ever, according to Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Paris shops' sales halved as strikes bring chaos to the city

Five weeks into strikes crippling French transport, Emile Sebbag is agonizing over how to keep afloat his two
Parisian clothing stores, deserted by shoppers as the backlash against France's pension reform drags on, reports
Reuters.

Click here to read the entire article on Reuters

Audi plots 2020 comeback helped by new models, cost cuts
Audi AG's new sales chief said the premium arm of Volkswagen AG is ready to win back ground lost to luxury-car
leaders Mercedes-Benz and BMW AG, building on a revival in demand toward the end of 2019, per Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg

In Florida, homeowners come for the weather and stay for the tax relief

In 183 days, wealthy homeowners can potentially shave tens of thousands of dollars from their tax bills. They can
get that same savings the next year and the following years as well. In fact, they can cut their taxes even further after
they die. What's the secret? asks the Wall Street Journal.
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Click here to read the entire article on the Wall Street Journal
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